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What should be the priorities for a competition policy reform agenda to ensure that efficient
businesses, large or small, can compete effectively and drive growth in productivity and living
standards?
Yes There should also be one place to complain to regarding competition in business on a Federal level
and not on states as states appear to have mechanisms in place that you cannot get a complaint through
so therefore small business cannot survive and die as a result
Government entities should not be operating commercial and trading functions where there is already
business successfully operating and where they is no market shortage
If Government entities do operate in business they should be subject to the same principles as small
medium and large businesses with separate administrations
Government entities that hold the cards or licences to where a person operates small business should not
be able to compete in business at all
Are there unwarranted regulatory impediments to competition in any sector in Australia that should be
removed or altered?
Yes Government entities that hold the cards or licences to where a person operates small business should
not be able to compete in business
If a government goes into business the same costs demanded from small business should also be
occurred by their own operations and put back into the economy
Are government-provided goods and services delivered in a manner conducive to competition, while
meeting other policy objectives?
No. Government in competition with us has totally breached the competitive neutrality laws of state and
federal government and there is nowhere to complain
They have breached all the ACCC have about competition, Misuse of marketing power, anti-competitive
behaviour, Predatory pricing, unconscionable conduct, breach of business confidence and confidential
information etc,etc
Upon them starting to do their own business they have forgot all about their core principles and what their
business is about so therefore standards they once had are no longer there and getting worse as they are
too busy operating a business & trading entity
Would there be a public benefit in encouraging greater competition and choice in sectors with
substantial government participation (including education, health and disability care and support)?
Education, Health, Disability care and support should be about government assisting private business
enterprise to further future development for the benefit of the economy and people
Are the current competition laws working effectively to promote competitive markets, given increasing
globalisation, changing market and social structures, and technological change?
No even though the ACCC advertise the competition laws they are quick to say not their jurisdiction or too
hard basket
Are competition-related institutions functioning effectively and promoting efficient outcomes for
consumers and the maximum scope for industry participation?
No - Everywhere we have been tells us it is not their jurisdiction so who's jurisdiction is it and who is
accountable for assistance
We have been to the ACCC, Ombudsman, Treasury, Local government, State government and federal
government all not their jurisdiction
Where do we go for our complaint?
What institutional arrangements would best support a self-sustaining process for continual

competition policy reform and review?
One stop shop for all to complain to on a independent federal level

